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-- not a simple Boltzmann thermal distribution
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Fi t i i b d i i ld h t bFirst ion microscope; observed ion yield enhancement by oxygen 
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“Intrinsic” ion emission from “clean” metal surfaces

Issues:

-- how are ions created in (at) the surface?  

-- how do ions escape from the surface un-neutralized?

Joyes (1968 70): Auger de excitation modelJoyes (1968-70): Auger de-excitation model



Collisional electron promotion 
model of Joyes for Mg, Al, Si (P. 
Joyes 1968-70):Joyes, 1968-70):

a) An electron in an antibonding state derived from the 2p orbital can be promoted 
to an energy above the Fermi level, and detach, leaving an excited atom with a 
2p hole2p hole

b) IF the 2p hole lifetime is long enough (~10 fs for Mg, Al, Si) the atom can move 
> 5 A from the surface before Auger de-excitation ejects 1 or 2 e’s, giving 1+ or 
2+ ions that cannot then be neutralized by electron tunneling2  ions that cannot then be neutralized by electron tunneling 



Evidence for electron-promotion model:

-- observation of multiply-charged ions of Mg, Al, Si at relatively low energies

-- observation of ion-induced Auger electrons

works even for 4th period elements (initially thought to have too short core hole-- works even for 4th-period elements (initially thought to have too short core-hole           
lifetimes)





Predicted energy distributions for different vacancy lifetimes

(Solid lines: total E;  dotted lines: after transmission through MS)



Predicted energy distributions for different vacancy lifetimes



“Intrinsic” ion emission from “clean” metal surfaces

Issues:

-- how are ions created?  

-- how do ions escape from the surface un-neutralized?

Perturbation model: Blaise & Slodzian 1970 Nourtier 1976 Blandin Nourtier &Perturbation model:  Blaise & Slodzian 1970, Nourtier 1976, Blandin,Nourtier & 
Hone 1976, Norskov & Lundqvist 1979…  atoms are excited (ionized) by the 
perturbation associated with rapid detachment from the surface; then survive 
neutralization (by electron transfer from the surface) to escape as ions( y )
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Issues with the perturbation model:

a) How to accurately characterize the “surface” during the sputtering event?
-- see MD simulations

b) I th ll “ ” tt i t?b) Is there really an “average” sputtering event?

c) Is there really a “kinetic” c) s e e ea y a e c
emission process on “clean” 
surfaces?

-- i.e.  Ion yields (~ 10-4 – 10-6) y ( )
are comparable to the level of 
oxygen contamination in the bulk 
or from the vacuum

-- is all ionization 
associated with oxygen?
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C.A. Andersen & J.R. Hinthorne 1973:  “CARISMA”

Saha-Eggert:gg

(“plasma eqn.)



C.A. Andersen & J.R. Hinthorne 1973:  “CARISMA”



“CARISMA” was infuriating because it was 

(a) proprietary – hard to check. Used extensive compilations of partition functions(a) proprietary hard to check.  Used extensive compilations of partition functions 
and a proprietary computer program

(b) physically unreal – i.e. there is NO physical evidence for a plasma in 
thermodynamic equilibrium at the sputtering sitey q p g

(c) it worked

1974: Drew Evans asked Dave Simons to look into this: Dave produced a much 
simpler approach that worked equally well

-- showed that a Saha-Langmuir equation fit the data equally well if φ and T are 
allowed to be fitting parameters



“Surface excitation” model (PW 1979):  assume collisionally excited electrons 
equilibrate to a Fermi-Dirac distribution on a time scale faster than the ion departs

-- then a Saha-Langmuir equation for ionization followsthen a Saha Langmuir equation for ionization follows



Slodzian:  metal positive ion yields enhanced by oxygen

-- “bond-breaking model”   -- rupture of ionic M-O bonds yields M+, O-

From Slodzian, Physica Scripta 1982



“work function” is not a 
good parameter to explain 
positive ion effects ofpositive ion effects of 
oxygen







O2-induced enhancement of Au-, Au+ yields in pure Au and Au-Al alloy









Summary:

-- Sputtered ion formation is COMPLICATEDSputtered ion formation is COMPLICATED

-- how do we define/describe a surface?

-- how do we treat complex many-body collisions in the sputtering site?

-- do thermal models have ANY validity?

-- maybe an electron “temperature” is a valid concept

need clean experiments-- need clean experiments 


